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The Active Matter Evaluation Package (AMEP) is a Python library for analyzing simulation data of
particle-based and continuum simulations. It provides a powerful and simple interface for handling
large data sets and for calculating and visualizing a broad variety of observables that are relevant
to active matter systems. Examples range from the mean-square displacement and the structure
factor to cluster-size distributions, binder cumulants, and growth exponents. AMEP is written in
pure Python and is based on powerful libraries such as NumPy, SciPy, Matplotlib, and scikit-
image. Computationally expensive methods are parallelized and optimized to run efficiently on
workstations, laptops, and high-performance computing architectures, and an HDF5-based data
format is used in the backend to store and handle simulation data as well as analysis results. AMEP
provides the first comprehensive framework for analyzing simulation results of both particle-based
and continuum simulations (as well as experimental data) of active matter systems. In particular,
AMEP also allows it to analyze simulations that combine particle-based and continuum techniques
such as used to study the motion of bacteria in chemical fields or for modeling particle motion in a
flow field. AMEP is available at https://amepproject.de and can be installed via conda and pip.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computer simulations are a powerful method to in-
vestigate and understand the physical properties of soft
matter and biological systems. In particular, molecu-
lar dynamics (MD) simulations stand out as an indis-
pensable tool to determine the microscopic dynamics
and structural properties of molecular systems compris-
ing bio-molecules [1–3], polymer electrolytes [4–6], liq-
uid crystals [7–9], or confined liquids [10–13] for exam-
ple. These systems exhibit notable relevance in both
industrial and medical applications [14–16]. Expand-
ing beyond atomistic and systematically coarse-grained
MD simulations involving suitable force fields, Brownian
dynamics (BD) simulations have extensively been used
over the past two decades especially also for modelling
active matter systems. In such systems, the individual
constituents consume energy from their environment and
use it to self propel and navigate through complex sur-
roundings [17, 18]. Examples of active matter systems
can be observed across scales from microscopic entities
such as bacteria, algae, and synthetic microswimmers
[19–28] to fishes, birds, drones, and human crowds on
the macroscale [29–37]. These out-of-equilibrium systems
exhibit striking collective phenomena such as phase sep-
aration (where the system selects a density) [38–47], non-
equilibrium pattern formation (where the system selects
a length scale) [48–54], or other ordering transitions such
as flocking showing (long-range) orientational ordering
[35, 55–57].

To effectively model active matter systems, different
computational approaches provide distinct advantages
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[58, 59]. Particle-based models such as the active Brow-
nian particle (ABP) model [60], solved numerically us-
ing BD simulations for example, have proven valuable
for investigating collective phenomena such as motility-
induced phase separation (MIPS) [38, 43, 61–73] as well
as the dynamics and local order of the involved individ-
ual particles [19, 74–81]. Conversely, continuum mod-
els such as the active model B+ [82] enable us to un-
derstand collective phenomena over larger length and
time scales by studying the evolution of particle densi-
ties [49, 52, 57, 66, 82–87]. Therefore, it is a common
approach to start from a particle-based model and sub-
sequently derive a continuum model via coarse-graining
techniques [50, 56, 67, 88–95]. Moreover, the integration
of particle-based and continuum models has emerged as
a promising approach [24, 48, 96–101], especially for sce-
narios such as modeling the interaction of active parti-
cles with a surrounding fluid or another medium that
is quasi-continuous on the scale of the considered parti-
cles, as exemplified by the motion of bacteria or syn-
thetic Janus colloids in a self-produced concentration
field [97–100, 102–104]. These approaches are also par-
ticularly important for modeling artificial microswim-
mers such as active colloids in the presence of chemical
fields [105, 106], exhibiting phenomena such as chemo-
taxis [86, 98, 107, 108].

To gain physical insights from the data resulting from
numerical solutions, a comprehensive array of analy-
sis techniques is required. The mean-square displace-
ment and time correlation functions such as the orienta-
tional autocorrelation function are popular observables
to achieve insights into the dynamical aspects [78, 109–
118], while spatial correlation functions such as the ra-
dial/pair distribution function and the structure factor
are frequently considered to provide information about
spatial structures [45, 119–122]. Other observables such
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as entropy production and kinetic temperature are also
considered frequently to analyze the collective behavior
of the system under investigation [72, 73, 79, 123–139],
and together with statistical analysis tools such as binder
cumulants used in finite size scaling analyses [43, 140–
143] and cluster analyses including cluster growth expo-
nents [47, 72, 75, 89, 144–147], these observables allow us
to characterize the non-equilibrium phase diagram and
critical dynamics of active matter systems. Addition-
ally, local order analyses such as local density and bond
orientational order parameters offer insights into the sys-
tem’s local structure and symmetries [43, 61, 62, 74, 148–
151]. While existing analysis packages such as freud [152],
MDAnalysis [153, 154], VMD [155], MDTraj [156], Ovito
[157], Pytim [158], LOOS [159, 160], and MMTK [161] of-
fer the possibility to calculate such observables, they are
mostly inspired by and optimized for the MD simulation
community and fall short in capturing all relevant observ-
ables for active matter systems in a single package. Ad-
ditionally, they lack the possibility to handle continuum
simulation data. Therefore, a new library is required that
(i) consolidates the essential observables needed to ana-
lyze active matter simulation data, (ii) provides a unified
platform for analyzing both particle-based and contin-
uum simulation data, and (iii) seamlessly integrates data
formats widely-used in computational physics through an
application programming interface (API).

In this paper, we introduce the Active Matter Evalu-
ation Package (AMEP), a unified framework for analyzing
MD simulation, BD simulation, and continuum simula-
tion data with a specific focus on soft and active mat-
ter systems. AMEP provides an optimized framework for
loading, storing, and evaluating simulation data based
on particle trajectories and the time evolution of contin-
uum fields. This framework is based on an optimized
HDF5 file format [162, 163] which is optimal for long-
term storage purposes and for handling data of large-
scale simulations [163–165]. Computationally expensive
methods are parallelized and AMEP selectively loads only
the data into the main memory which is necessary for the
current computational step. This ensures efficient opera-
tion on high-performance computing architectures, work-
stations, and laptops. AMEP is written in pure Python
and provides a user-friendly, easy-to-learn Python API
that interfaces with common tools used in computational
physics via NumPy arrays [166, 167]. Based on common
Python libraries such as NumPy [166, 167], SciPy [168],
Matplotlib [169], and scikit-image [170], AMEP provides a
powerful toolbox for calculating spatial and temporal cor-
relation functions, visualizing and animating simulation
results, and coarse-graining particle-based simulations,
which makes it possible to easily analyze the dynamics
and structure of both particle-based and continuum sim-
ulation data.

The paper is organized as follows: We first demon-
strate a minimal example on how to use AMEP to load,
analyze, and visualize simulation data in Section II. Sec-
ond, we give a brief overview on the structure and design

of AMEP in Section III. Finally, in Sections IV and V, we
apply a selection of analysis functions provided by AMEP
to particle-based simulations of the ABP model and to
continuum simulations of the active model B+, respec-
tively, and briefly discuss the results.

II. HOW TO USE AMEP

AMEP is designed with a user-focused mindset to sim-
plify the access to simulation data within a few lines of
Python code. Before discussing the general design of
AMEP and various examples on how to apply it to particle-
based and continuum simulation data, we will demon-
strate its general usage with a minimal example. For
a quick start with AMEP, we recommend to download the
demo files at https://github.com/amepproject/amep/
tree/main/examples and to run them part by part while
reading this section.

A. Exemplary data: The active Brownian particle
model

Within the following example, we load simulation data
from a particle-based simulation of the overdamped ac-
tive Brownian particle (ABP) model in two spatial di-
mensions. The ABP model is one of the simplest and
most popular models to describe active particles that
self propel in a certain direction which smoothly changes
due to rotational diffusion [47, 59, 60, 62, 72, 74, 75, 114,
171, 172]. Within this model, each particle is represented
by a (slightly soft) disk/sphere of diameter σ, mass m,
and moment of inertia I and possesses an inherent inter-
nal drive, denoted by an effective self-propulsion force

F⃗SP,i = γtv0p̂(θi), where the self-propulsion direction
is represented by p̂(θi) = (cos θi, sin θi) and v0 denotes
the terminal self-propulsion speed. The interactions be-
tween the particles are governed by an excluded-volume
repulsive interaction potential u. The evolution of the
particles’ positions r⃗i and orientations θi adheres to the
Langevin equations [72, 73, 114, 139, 171]

m
d2r⃗i
dt2

= −γt
dr⃗i
dt

−
N∑
j=1
j ̸=i

∇r⃗iu (rji) + γtv0p̂(θi)

+
√
2kBTbγtη⃗i(t), (1)

I
d2θi
dt2

= −γr
dθi
dt

+
√
2kBTbγrξi(t). (2)

Here, η⃗i and ξi denote Gaussian white noise with zero-
mean and unit variance, Tb represents the bath temper-
ature, γt and γr denote the translational and rotational
drag coefficients, respectively, kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, and N denotes the total number of active particles.
The overdamped limit can be obtained using m/γt → 0
and I/γr → 0 (see also Section IV).

https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
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B. Installing AMEP

AMEP is a Python library that requires Python 3.10 or
higher. To use AMEP, we recommend to install Python
via Anaconda1. If Anaconda is installed, one can create
a new environment, activate it, and install AMEP through
the terminal (Linux/macOS) or the Anaconda Prompt
(Windows):

1 conda create -n amepenv python =3.10

2 conda activate amepenv

3 conda install conda -forge::amep

Now, one can start the Python interpreter to import and
use AMEP:

4 python

5 >>> import amep

6 >>>

Alternatively, we recommend to use Jupyter notebooks2.

C. Analyzing simulation data using AMEP

Now, we use AMEP to calculate the mean-square dis-
placement (MSD), the diffusion coefficient, and the orien-
tation autocorrelation function (OACF) of a single ABP
and the radial distribution function (RDF) of multiple in-
teracting ABPs. At the end of this section, we visualize
the results in a combined plot. Exemplary code and data
of the relevant ABP simulations is available at https://
github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples.

First, we import AMEP and load the simulation data of
non-interacting overdamped ABPs:

1 import amep
2 traj nonint = amep.load.traj(
3 "/path/to/non interacting ABPs",
4 mode = "lammps"
5 )

The function amep.load.traj creates an HDF5 file
(traj.h5amep) in the background that contains all the
simulation data and returns a ParticleTrajectory object
which allows to easily access the data for further process-
ing. Since the data has been produced using LAMMPS
[173], we load it using mode = "lammps". To save useful in-
formation for long-term storage, we add the author to the
trajectory object, which will save this information within
the linked HDF5 file:

6 traj nonint.add author info(
7 "Lukas Hecht",
8 "affiliation",
9 "Technical University of Darmstadt"

10 )
11 traj nonint.add author info(
12 "Lukas Hecht",
13 "email",
14 "lukas.hecht@pkm.tu−darmstadt.de"
15 )

1 See https://docs.anaconda.com/free/anaconda/install/

index.html for instructions on how to install Anaconda.
2 For more information about Jupyter notebooks, see https://

jupyter.org/.

This information can be accessed by calling traj nonint.
get author info("Lukas Hecht"), returning

{’affiliation’: ’Technical University of Darmstadt’,
’email’: ’lukas.hecht@pkm.tu−darmstadt.de’}

while traj nonint.authors returns a list of all authors. AMEP
provides several methods to add more information to
trajectory objects (ParticleTrajectory or FieldTrajectory)
such as software information, simulation scripts, log files,
or simulation parameters for a comprehensive and repro-
ducible set of information about the simulation (see on-
line documentation available at https://amepproject.
de and Fig. 1).
Next, we calculate the MSD, which is defined as

MSD(t) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[r⃗i(t)− r⃗i(0)]
2
, (3)

where r⃗i(0), r⃗i(t) denote the position of particle i at time
0 and t ≥ 0, respectively. For a single ABP, it can be
shown analytically that the MSD can be written as

MSD(t) = 2l2p

(
t

τp
− 1 + e−t/τp

)
+ 4Dtt

t≫τp−−−→ 4Defft (4)

with effective diffusion coefficient Deff = Dt + l2p/(2τp)
[23, 59, 174]. Here, τp = 1/Dr denotes the persistence
time, which signifies the time after which the directed
motion of an ABP is randomized due to rotational diffu-
sion, and lp = v0τp denotes the persistence length, which
is the distance an ABP moves on average before its di-
rection of motion is randomized. Dt = kBTb/γt and
Dr = kBTb/γr are the translational and rotational dif-
fusion coefficients, respectively, and v0 is the terminal
self-propulsion speed of the ABP. To calculate the MSD
with AMEP, we create a MSD object via

16 msd = amep.evaluate.MSD(
17 traj nonint
18 )

which calculates the MSD for all frames and performs
the average over all particles. The MSD object contains all
information about the MSD and we can access the times
via msd.times and the value for each individual frame via
msd.frames for example. The returned objects are NumPy
arrays and can therefore easily be used also elsewhere in
Python.
To get the effective diffusion coefficient Deff from the

MSD in the late time limit, we define the fit function f
with the fit parameters as keyword arguments and create
a corresponding Fit object:

19 def f(t, D = 1.0):
20 return 4∗D∗t
21 Dfit = amep.functions.Fit(f)

By calling the object’s fit method, which uses the scipy
.odr package in the background, with the data to fit and
an initial guess (using the p0 keyword), we obtain the
optimal parameters. Here, we only want to fit the long-
time behaviour, and hence, we only consider data for
t > 101τp. The optimal parameters and their errors can
then be retrieved from the Fit object:

https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
https://docs.anaconda.com/free/anaconda/install/index.html
https://docs.anaconda.com/free/anaconda/install/index.html
https://jupyter.org/
https://jupyter.org/
https://amepproject.de
https://amepproject.de
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Figure 1. AMEP flow chart: Schematic of the design of AMEP. The first layer “Data Storage” represents the loading and
storage of data from particle-based or continuum simulations, which is stored in HDF5 files (.h5amep) together with various
metadata the user can add. The central part of the Python interface (layer “Data Analysis”) is the Trajectory object which
acts as a list of Frame objects and gives access to the data stored in the HDF5 file. The Trajectory object can be used
with the evaluate classes (module evaluate) which give simple access to many observables calculated over whole trajectories.
Alternatively, the data can be returned as NumPy array through the Frame objects and can be analyzed using the individual
AMEP modules, also in combination with self-written Python code to perform additional operations beyond AMEP. The plot

module allows to visualize analysis results and simulation data in form of figures or videos. Finally, the results can be stored
in an HDF5-based data format again (layer “Result Storage”). It is possible to save and load one or more results in one HDF5
file. Later, the results can be imported as DataBase (for multiple results) or EvalData objects (one result in a file or one result
selected from a DataBase object). The red arrows follow the path of our first minimal example as discussed in Section II. The
design itself is explained in more detail in Section III.

22 mask = msd.times > 1e1
23 Dfit.fit(
24 msd.times[mask],
25 msd.frames[mask],
26 p0 = [900]
27 )
28 print(
29 f"D={Dfit.params[0]:0.2f}, "\
30 f"D−error={Dfit.errors[0]:0.2f}"
31 )

D=885.32, D−error=0.59

This is fairly close to the expected value of Deff = 883 as
obtained from Eq. (4) for ABPs with lp = 1.0, τp = 1.0,
v0 = 42, and Dt = 1.0 as used in this example.
Next, we use the same simulation data to calculate and
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fit the OACF, which is given by

⟨p̂(0) · p̂(t)⟩ = 1

N

N∑
i=1

p̂i(0) · p̂i(t) (5)

and is equal to e−Drt for overdamped ABPs [114]. Here,
p̂i is the orientation vector of the effective self-propulsion
force of particle i. Again, by creating the corresponding
evaluate and fit objects, we can analyze the OACF in
a few lines of Python code. For the correct normaliza-
tion, we specify the plane in which the OACF is to be
calculated with direction = "xy":

32 oacf = amep.evaluate.OACF(
33 traj nonint,
34 direction = "xy"
35 )
36 def f(t, Dr = 1.0):
37 return np.exp(−Dr∗t)
38 Tfit = amep.functions.Fit(f)
39 Tfit.fit(oacf.times, oacf.frames)
40 print(
41 f"Dr={Tfit.params[0]:0.4f}, "\
42 f"Dr−error={Tfit.errors[0]:0.4f}"
43 )

Dr=0.9890, Dr−error=0.0021

Again, we obtain a value close to the expected one of
Dr = 1.0.
Next, we calculate the RDF. For that, we load sim-

ulation data of N = 105 interacting ABPs moving in
a two-dimensional periodic simulation box with a total
packing fraction of φ = 0.5 and create a RDF evaluate ob-
ject. Note that a corresponding exemplary dataset is
available at https://github.com/amepproject/amep/
tree/main/examples. Here, we only want to consider
frames that are in the steady state. Therefore, we skip
the first 90 % of frames using skip = 0.9. Additionally, we
specify the total number of frames to average over (time
average) equally spaced in time over the last 90 % of the
trajectory using the nav keyword, which is inherited from
the BaseEvaluation class and is short for “number of aver-
ages”. Due to the large number of particles, it is worth
to use multiprocessing, to set a maximum distance until
which the RDF is calculated, and to use a large number
of bins using the njobs, rmax, and nbins keywords, respec-
tively:

44 traj int = amep.load.traj(
45 "/path/to/interacting ABPs",
46 mode = "lammps"
47 )
48 rdf = amep.evaluate.RDF(
49 traj int,
50 skip = 0.9,
51 nav = 100,
52 nbins = 20000,
53 rmax = 300,
54 njobs = 128
55 )

Before visualizing the results, we save them in HDF5
files. For that, AMEP offers two possibilities: One can store
the result of either a single evaluate object (as done for
the RDF) or multiple evaluate objects (as done for the
MSD and the OACF) in one HDF5 file:

56 msd.save(
57 "nonint−results.h5",
58 database = True

59 )
60 oacf.save(
61 "nonint−results.h5",
62 database = True
63 )
64 rdf.save(
65 "rdf.h5"
66 )

These can later be loaded by calling msd = amep.load
.evaluation("nonint−results.h5", database = True).msd and
rdf = amep.load.evaluation("rdf.h5") for example.
Finally, the data and fits can be visualized with the

Matplotlib wrappers provided by AMEP (Fig. 2):

67 fig, axs = amep.plot.new(
68 (6.5,2), ncols = 3, wspace = 0.1
69 )
70 # plot msd
71 axs[0].plot(
72 msd.times, msd.frames,
73 "r−", label = "data"
74 )
75 axs[0].plot(
76 msd.times, Dfit.generate(msd.times),
77 "k−−", label = "fit"
78 )
79 axs[0].set xlabel("Time")
80 axs[0].set ylabel("MSD")
81 axs[0].loglog()
82 axs[0].legend()
83

84 # plot oacf
85 axs[1].plot(
86 oacf.times, oacf.frames,
87 "r−", label = "data"
88 )
89 axs[1].plot(
90 oacf.times, Tfit.generate(oacf.times),
91 "k−−", label = "fit"
92 )
93 axs[1].set xlabel("Time")
94 axs[1].set ylabel("OACF")
95 axs[1].semilogx()
96 axs[1].axhline(1/np.e, c = "k")
97 axs[1].axvline(1, c = "k")
98 axs[1].legend()
99

100 # plot rdf
101 axs[2].plot(rdf.r, rdf.avg, "r−")
102 axs[2].semilogx()
103 axs[2].set xlabel("Distance")
104 axs[2].set ylabel("RDF")
105

106 # plot boxes
107 amep.plot.draw box(
108 fig, [0, 0, 0.68, 1.01],
109 edgecolor = "tab:blue", linestyle = "−−",
110 text = "Single ABP", c = "tab:blue"
111 )
112 amep.plot.draw box(
113 fig, [0.69, 0, 0.31, 1.01],
114 edgecolor = "tab:orange", linestyle = "−−",
115 text = "Interacting ABPs", c = "tab:orange"
116 )
117 # save figure in file
118 fig.savefig("how to use amep.pdf")

The whole workflow of this minimal example is marked
with red arrows in the flowchart shown in Fig. 1 and its
code is available at https://github.com/amepproject/
amep/tree/main/examples.

III. DESIGN

In the previous section, we introduced a short example
of how to use AMEP. We will now give an overview of the

https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
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Figure 2. How-to-use-AMEP example. a Mean-square displacement of a single ABP calculated with amep.evaluate.MSD.
The black dashed line is a fit of Eq. (4) done with amep.functions.Fit. b Orientation autocorrelation function of a single
ABP calculated with amep.evaluate.OACF. The black dashed line is a fit of e−Drt done with amep.functions.Fit and the
black dotted lines mark the point (1, 1/e). The results in panels a and b are averaged over 4 × 103 particles. c Radial
pair distribution function of N = 105 repulsively interacting ABPs calculated using amep.evaluate.RDF and averaged over
time in the steady state. The plot has been created using the amep.plot module and the corresponding code is available at
https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples.

design of the AMEP package. A more detailed description
can be found in the online documentation available at
https://amepproject.de.

A. Modules

AMEP contains a plethora of pre-implemented functions
to analyze particle-based and continuum simulation data.
In Tab. I, the modules are listed with a short description
and a few exemplary functions. The functions contained
in these modules take NumPy arrays and native Python
data types as input and therefore, can also be used with-
out the data-handling framework provided by AMEP. In
addition to the modules shown in Tab. I, AMEP has a plot
module to visualize simulation data and results as well
as an evaluate module, which provides various evaluation
methods that use a full trajectory as input data. The
plot and the evaluate module will be described in more
detail below.

B. Visualization

For visualizing simulation data and analysis results,
AMEP provides the plot module, which is a wrapper for
the Matplotlib library [169]. The plot module includes
functions to plot particles and continuum fields (cf. Figs.
3 and 8), to create insets and colorbars (cf. Fig. 3), and
to animate plots and simulation data (cf. Movies S1–
S3, Supplemental Material). For example, a video of a
trajectory traj can be created via traj.animate("video.mp4
"). By varying the file extension, also other data formats
can be used such as GIFs. Additionally, the plot module
provides useful functions to format the axis of a figure.
All visualization functions are optimized to create figures

and videos that can be directly used for a publication in
various journals. All figures within this paper with the
exception of Fig. 1 are created with AMEP.

C. Evaluate module

We already introduced the different modules of AMEP,
which contain a plethora of functions relevant for the
analysis of active matter simulation data. The evaluate
module is a special module in the sense that it uses
functions from all other modules to calculate certain ob-
servables for a whole trajectory. In our first example in
Section II, we already used the MSD, OACF, and RDF classes,
which are part of the evaluate module. We will now intro-
duce the concept of these classes, which will be referred
to as “evaluate classes” in the following.

While the functions of the modules discussed above
take NumPy arrays as input data, evaluate classes take
a whole trajectory as an input. One example is the amep
.evaluate.RDF class used in Section II. To initialize an ob-
ject of an evaluate class, the trajectory as well as cer-
tain parameters are supplied. The evaluate classes offer
the functionality to average over multiple frames auto-
matically (the keyword nav, which is an abbreviation for
“number of averages”, allows to specify the number of
frames to average over) as well as to skip a certain amount
of frames at the beginning of the trajectory (in percent)
by specifying the skip keyword. The resulting data can
be returned as NumPy arrays. Furthermore, one or more
evaluate objects can be stored in HDF5 files using their
.save("filename.h5") method and can be read again with
amep.load.evaluation("filename.h5"). The evaluate classes
are a crucial part in the user-focused design of AMEP and
make it possible to achieve results within a few lines of
code.

https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
https://amepproject.de
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D. File format

Based on the Hierarchical Data Format version 5
(HDF5) [162, 163], AMEP introduces a new file format
h5amep to store simulation data and additional meta-
data. This format is used in the backend of AMEP. The
HDF5 files are structured into groups and datasets. The
h5amep format has the following groups, subgroups, and
attributes:

h5amep root

\amep

\info

\authors

\software

\scripts

\params

\type

\particles or \fields

\frames

\steps

\times

\[frame0]

\coords

\velocities

\...

\[frame1]

\...

\...

The group amep contains information about the AMEP ver-
sion that has been used to create the h5amep file. The
group info contains the saved information about authors
(cf. Section II) and software. The scripts group gives
the possibility to save text files such as simulation scripts
and log files that correspond to the simulation data. In
the params group, AMEP stores parameters such as the
simulation timestep for example. Additional simulation
parameters can be added. The attribute type contains a
flag about the type of data stored in the h5amep file.
This can be either "particle" or "field". The groups
particles and fields contain user-defined information
about the particles and the fields used in the simulation,
respectively. Finally, the group frames contains multiple
datasets and subgroups with the simulation data. The
dataset steps stores a list of all the frame numbers (i.e.,
the number of timesteps for each frame) and the dataset
times the corresponding (physical) time, while the indi-
vidual frames of the simulation are stored in subgroups
of frames named by their simulation step. Within an
individual frame, the simulation data is stored, e.g., co-
ordinates and velocities for particle-based simulations or
density and concentrations for continuum simulations, as
separate datasets.

E. Trajectories and frames

The h5amep file is connected to Python via the amep
.load module with which the simulation data is im-
ported to a ParticleTrajectory or FieldTrajectory object.

Table I. Module overview. The shown AMEP modules take
NumPy arrays and native Python data types as input. The
description of each module is complemented with a few exem-
plary functions (italic text). AMEP additionally provides the
modules plot and evaluate as described in Section III. A de-
tailed description of all modules and the contained functions
can be found in the AMEP online documentation available at
https://amepproject.de.

Module: Description:

cluster cluster identification and properties
identify clusters (particles)
radius of gyration

continuum field data analysis and coarse-graining
identify clusters (fields)
create field from particles

functions mathematical functions and fitting
Gaussian
general fit class

order functions to characterize spatial order
local density
k-atic bond order parameter

pbc handling of periodic boundary conditions
create periodic images
fold coordinates back into the box

spatialcor spatial correlation functions
radial distribution function
isotropic structure factor

statistics methods for statistical analysis
binder cumulant
distribution (histograms) 1d, 2d

thermo thermodynamic observables
kinetic temperature
kinetic energies

timecor time correlation functions
mean squared distance
autocorrelation function

utils utility methods
averaging methods (running mean, ...)
Fourier transform

Saved evaluation objects can also be imported with
the amep.load module. Because a ParticleTrajectory or
FieldTrajectory object works as a reader for the h5amep
file, the simulation data (coordinates, velocities, den-
sity, concentration,...) is not stored in the main mem-
ory all the time but only the portion that is requested
for the specific analysis. The simulation data can be
accessed via BaseFrame or BaseField objects for particle-
based and continuum data, respectively, which will be
referred to as “frame” in the following. Technically, the
ParticleTrajectory or FieldTrajectory object acts as a list
of frames, i.e., frame = traj[0] returns the first frame of
the trajectory traj. The data of one frame can be ac-
cessed through various methods. For example, the co-
ordinates and velocities of particles can be accessed via
frame.coords() and frame.velocities(). Other data can be
accessed via the frame.data method, e.g., frame.data("mass
") returns the mass of each particle and frame.data("rho")
the density field of a continuum simulation. A list of all

https://amepproject.de
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available keys can be accessed via frame.keys. All these
methods return NumPy arrays for efficient calculations
and simple integrity to other Python packages (see also
Fig. 1).

IV. ANALYZING PARTICLE-BASED
SIMULATION DATA WITH AMEP

We will now use AMEP to analyze simulation data of
large-scale simulations of ABPs. After introducing the
simulation details, we demonstrate how to calculate cer-
tain observables using AMEP and briefly discuss the re-
sults. The code examples demonstrate the workflow of
AMEP and serve as a guide for using AMEP. Further ob-
servables that are available in AMEP but which are not
discussed in this section are exemplarily shown in Fig.
11.

A. Brownian dynamics simulations of active
Brownian particles

As a first detailed example, we analyze particle-based
simulation data obtained with the active Brownian par-
ticle (ABP) model as introduced in Section II as Eqs.
(1) and (2). The repulsive interaction is modeled by
the Weeks-Chandler-Anderson (WCA) potential u(rji) =
4ϵ[(σ/rji)

12 − (σ/rji)
6] + ϵ, where rji = |r⃗j − r⃗i| and

u = 0 for rji/σ ≥ 21/6 [175]. For the simulations here,
we have chosen lp = 100σ, ϵ/kBTb = 1.0, and for sim-
plicity, γt = γr/σ

2 unless otherwise stated (note that in
experiments of active granulates, the Stokes-Einstein re-
lation does not apply [176]). Here, Dt = kBTb/γt and
Dr = kBTb/γr are the translational and rotational diffu-
sion coefficients, respectively. We define the Péclet num-
ber as Pe = v0/

√
2DtDr, which quantifies the strength of

self-propulsion relative to diffusive motion. Note that all
simulations are done in the overdamped regime, i.e., we
choose a small mass m/(γtτp) = 5 × 10−5. Since it has
been found in previous works that the influence of the
moment of inertia I on the simulation results is rather
unimportant [72], it is held constant at I/(γrτp) = 0.33
unless otherwise stated. All simulations are done within
a two-dimensional quadratic box of length L with pe-
riodic boundary conditions and up to N = 1.28 × 106

particles with a time step of ∆t/τp = 10−5–10−6 using
LAMMPS [173]. We choose Pe = 70.7 and a packing
fraction of φ = 0.5 with φ = Nπσ2/(4L2) and start each
simulation from uniformly distributed particle positions
unless otherwise stated.
AMEP can load the common LAMMPS plain text format

in which LAMMPS stores one snapshot of the simulation
per text file named as dump*.txt for example, where the
* is a placeholder for the current time step. These files
are formatted as follows:

ITEM: TIMESTEP
20000
ITEM: NUMBER OF ATOMS

1280000
ITEM: BOX BOUNDS pp pp pp
0.0000000000000000e+00 1.5000000000000000e+03
0.0000000000000000e+00 1.5000000000000000e+03
-5.0000000000000000e-01 5.0000000000000000e-01
ITEM: ATOMS id type x y z fx fy mux muy radius mass
1 1 26.206 44.939 0 95.5607 9.87064 0.99913 0.04168 0.5 0.00005
2 1 45.187 24.985 0 -94.141 -33.726 -0.9414 -0.3373 0.5 0.00005
3 1 53.126 32.953 0 -86.024 12.4595 -0.9831 0.18303 0.5 0.00005
...

Here, id denotes a uniqe identifier for each particle,
type denotes the particle type, x,y,z denote the po-
sition of each particle, fx, fy denote the forces act-
ing on each particle, mux, muy are the components of
the orientation vector p̂, radius denotes the radius σ/2
of each particle, and mass their mass m. Note that z
is zero for all particles because the simulation is done
in two spatial dimensions. An exemplary dataset is
available at https://github.com/amepproject/amep/
tree/main/examples. AMEP reads all data from each
text file and converts it into the h5amep format. Each
item from the ATOMS section in the LAMMPS text file
can then be accessed with the .data() method of the cor-
responding BaseFrame object, e.g., the force in x direction
of frame 5 can be returned as NumPy array by calling

1 import amep
2 traj = amep.load.traj(
3 "/path/to/data",
4 mode = "lammps"
5 )
6 fx = traj[5].data("fx")

For many standard quantities such as coordinates, forces,
or velocities, AMEP provides further commands exemplar-
ily shown below:3

7 coords = traj[5].coords()
8 forces = traj[5].forces()
9 mu = traj[5].data("mux", "muy")

B. Motility-induced phase separation

For large enough packing fraction and large enough
Pe, ABPs can phase separate into a dense and a di-
lute phase. This phenomenon is well-known as motility-
induced phase separation (MIPS) [38, 43, 61–67, 72, 177]
and can be understood as follows: If two ABPs collide,
they can block each other due to their effective self-
propulsion force. The collision can be resolved if the
ABPs reorient their self-propulsion direction due to ro-
tational diffusion and the self-propulsion direction of one
ABP deviates from the other. Small clusters can form
if more ABPs collide with the two ABPs blocking each
other. Roughly, if now the mean time τc between col-
lisions is smaller than the mean time τp a particle ran-
domly reorients its self-propulsion direction, small clus-
ters tend to grow, which finally results in a phase sepa-
ration where an active gas coexists with a dense liquid
[38, 40, 48, 178]. This process is exemplarily visualized by

3 See online documentation at https://amepproject.de for fur-
ther details.

https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
https://amepproject.de
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Figure 3. Plotting snapshots with amep.plot.particles: a–c Snapshots of ABPs undergoing MIPS starting from a uniform
distribution for three different times as given in the key. The particles are colored with respect to their local area fraction φloc

as obtained from a Voronoi tesselation calculated using amep.order.voronoi density (see Subsection IVC for further details).
The insets show the indicated extract of the simulation box and have been plotted using amep.plot.add inset. Parameters:
m/(γtτp) = 5× 10−5, I/(γrτp) = 0.33, N = 1.28× 106, φ = 0.5, Pe = 70.7.

the snapshots shown in Fig. 3, which have been created
using the amep.plot.particles function. In the following,
we will mainly focus on the analysis of the simulation
visualized in Fig. 3.

C. Voronoi diagrams and local order

Whether a simulation undergoes MIPS can be quan-
tified by calculating the distribution of the local den-
sity or local area fraction, which is unimodal in the uni-
form regime and becomes bimodal in the MIPS regime
[43, 47, 61, 179]. AMEP provides multiple functions to
calculate the local density or area fraction: amep.order.
local number density, amep.order.local mass density, and amep
.order.local packing fraction determine the local number
density, mass density, and area/volume fraction, respec-
tively, from averages over circles of radius R, which can

be written as φloc(r⃗i) =
∑N

j=1 σ
2
jH(R−|r⃗i− r⃗j |)/(4R2) in

case of the local area fraction. Here, H is the Heaviside
step function and σj is the diameter of particle j. Al-
ternatively, amep.order.voronoi density calculates the local
mass density, number density, or area/volume fraction
based on a Voronoi tesselation. Here, we will use the
latter for calculating the distribution of (i) the local area
fraction and (ii) the number of next neighbors.

The Voronoi diagram serves as a method for model-
ing the structures of materials across various disciplines,
including crystallography, ecology, astronomy, epidemi-
ology, geophysics, computer graphics, and more [180–
184]. In essence, when given a set of points in the
plane, the Voronoi diagram divides the plane based on
the nearest neighbor rule, associating each point with
the region of the plane closest to it. The mathematical
definition extends to N -dimensions, often referred to as
Voronoi tessellation [185, 186]. For a set of finite points
P = {p1, p2, · · · , pn} in a subspace ζ in the Euclidean
space, the Voronoi cell is formed through the division of
the plane into regions, where each region encompasses

all points that are closer to each pi. Points equidistant
from at least two points in set P are not part of the
Voronoi cell. Instead, they constitute the Voronoi edges.
The compilation of all Voronoi cells forms the Voronoi
tessellation associated with ζ.
The Voronoi tesselation is included in the order module

of AMEP as function amep.order.voronoi. It calculates the
Voronoi diagram for a given set of particle coordinates
using the scipy.spatial.Voronoi class of the SciPy package
[168]. Here, we use the Voronoi tesselation to calculate
the number of next neighbors and the local area frac-
tion. Let us first calculate the Voronoi diagram of the
last frame (traj[−1]) via

1 import amep
2 # load the simulation data
3 traj = amep.load.traj(
4 "/path/to/data",
5 mode = "lammps"
6 )
7 # calculate the Voronoi diagram
8 vor, ids = amep.order.voronoi(
9 traj[−1].coords(),

10 traj[−1].box,
11 pbc = True
12 )

The obtained Voronoi diagram is demonstrated in Fig. 4a
for the simulation snapshot shown in Fig. 3c. It can be
easily visualized using amep.plot.voronoi. Next, we cal-
culate the number of next neighbors from the Voronoi
diagram and its distribution via

13 # number of next neighbors for each particle
14 nnn, , , , = amep.order.next neighbors(
15 traj[−1].coords(),
16 traj[−1].box,
17 vor = vor,
18 ids = ids,
19 pbc = True
20 )
21 # distribution of the number of next neighbors
22 nndist, bins = amep.statistics.distribution(
23 nnn
24 )

As we can see in Fig. 4b, the distribution of the number of
next neighbors attains its highest point at Nnn = 6. This
observation indicates the existence of a hexagonal struc-
ture within the dense phase, as we will discuss in more
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Figure 4. Analyzing local order with the amep.order and amep.evaluate modules: a Same extract of the simulation box
as shown in the inset of Fig. 3c now with the corresponding Voronoi diagram obtained from amep.order.voronoi and plotted
with amep.plot.voronoi. The black circles denote the particle positions, the orange lines the border of each Voronoi cell.
b Distribution of the number of next neighbors obtained from the Voronoi diagram using amep.order.next neighbors and
amep.statistics.distribution. c Distribution of the local area fraction obtained from the areas of the Voronoi cells using
amep.evaluate.LDdist. The results in panels b and c are averaged over five independent ensembles as exemplary demonstrated
in the code examples below. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.

detail below. Finally, we calculate the local area fraction
using the Voronoi areas and evaluate its distribution:

25 # local area fraction of each particle
26 ld = amep.order.voronoi density(
27 traj[−1].coords(),
28 traj[−1].box,
29 radius = traj[−1].radius(),
30 mode = "packing",
31 vor = vor,
32 ids = ids
33 )
34 # distribution of the local area fraction
35 lddist, bins = amep.statistics.distribution(
36 ld
37 )

If one would like to calculate the distribution of the local
area fraction averaged over several frames of a trajec-
tory, i.e., using a time average, one can simply create
an amep.evaluate.LDdist object which is directly perform-
ing the time average and allows us to store the results
in an HDF5 file. Additionally, multiple results can be
stored in the same HDF5 file using AMEP’s database fea-
ture: As an example, we calculate the distribution of the
local area fraction for five independent simulation runs
(ensembles) stored in directories /path/to/data/do00–
/path/to/data/do04 and store them together in one
HDF5 file ld.h5:

1 import amep
2 # load all trajectories
3 trjs = [
4 amep.load.traj(
5 f"/path/to/data/do{i:02}",
6 mode = "lammps"
7 ) for i in range(5)
8 ]
9 for i,traj in enumerate(trjs):

10 # distribution of the local area fraction
11 ld = amep.evaluate.LDdist(
12 traj,
13 nav = traj.nframes,
14 use voronoi = True,
15 mode = "packing"
16 )
17 # set name under which the data
18 # is stored in the HDF5 file
19 ld.name = f"do{i:02}"
20

21 # save all in file ld.h5

22 ld.save("ld.h5", database = True)

Now, we can calculate the ensemble average:

23 # load the analysis results
24 lds = amep.load.evaluation(
25 "ld.h5", database = True
26 )
27 # ensemble average
28 ensavg = 0.0
29 for i in range(5):
30 ensavg += lds[f"do{i:02}"].avg/5

The ensemble-averaged result is shown in Fig. 4c. As
expected, the distribution of the local area fraction shows
two peaks indicating that the system is phase-separated
into a dense and a dilute phase. Note that the high-
density peak is located at φloc > 1.0 due to the softness
of the particles.

D. Hexagonal order

In the last paragraph, we saw that on average, each
particle has six next neighbors, indicating that a hexag-
onal order dominates the local order of the particles. To
quantify the local order in more detail, we calculate the
hexagonal order parameter

ψ6(r⃗i) =
1

6

6∑
j=1

exp {i6θij} (6)

of each particle, where the sum goes over the six nearest
neighbors of particle i and θij is the angle between the
connection line from r⃗i to r⃗j and the x axis [43, 187, 188].
In two spatial dimensions, the particles within the dense
phase typically show local hexagonal order while they
are disordered in the dilute phase. Therefore, the distri-
bution of ψ6 can also be used to assess whether a sys-
tem is phase separated similarly to the local area frac-
tion [43, 148, 188, 189]. Calculating the distribution of
the hexagonal order parameter can be easily done using
AMEP’s evaluate module:
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Figure 5. Analyzing the hexagonal order using the amep.order, amep.spatialcor, and amep.evaluate modules: a–c
Extracts from the simulation box of an ABP system at high area fraction φ = 0.8 for Pe = 2, 25, 48, respectively. The particles
are colored with respect to their hexagonal order parameter defined in Eq. (6) and calculated with amep.order.psi k. Here,
the simulations started from a hexagonal crystal as initial condition. d Spatial correlation function g6(r) as defined in Eq.
(7) for the three snapshots shown in panels a–c averaged over three independent ensembles and over time in the steady state
using amep.evaluate.HexOrderCor. The black dashed line shows an algebraic decay of the form r−ν with exponent ν = 0.11
as a guide for the eye. e Snapshot of one cluster of the simulation shown in Fig. 3c with Pe = 70.7 and φ = 0.5. Again,
the particles are colored with respect to their hexagonal order parameter. f Distribution of the hexagonal order parameter
corresponding to the snapshot shown in panel e calculated with amep.evaluate.Psi6dist and averaged over five independent
ensembles. Parameters: I/(γrτp) = 5× 10−6, N = 100 000, φ = 0.8, and ϵ/(kBTb) = 10 (a–d), and (e–f) as in Fig. 3.

1 import amep
2 # load the simulation data
3 traj = amep.load.traj(
4 "/path/to/data",
5 mode = "lammps"
6 )
7 # psi6 distribution (all frames)
8 p6dist = amep.evaluate.Psi6dist(
9 traj,

10 nav = traj.nframes
11 )
12 # save results in HDF5 file
13 p6dist.save("p6dist.h5")
14

15 # plot the result of the last frame
16 fig, ax = amep.plot.new()
17 ax.plot(
18 p6dist.psi6,
19 p6dist.frames[−1,0]
20 )
21 fig.savefig("p6dist.png")

The result is demonstrated in Fig. 5f, where we have
averaged over five independent ensembles. The broad
peak at small values corresponds to the dilute phase while
the sharp peak at |ψ6| = 1 corresponds to the hexagonally
packed dense phase as shown in Fig. 5e. It is also common
to analyze the spatial range of the hexagonal order to
check whether there exists a short-range or (quasi) long-
range hexagonal order like in a crystal. To this end,
one can calculate the spatial correlation function of the
hexagonal order parameter

g6(r) =
⟨ψ∗

6(r⃗i)ψ6(r⃗j)⟩
⟨|ψ6(r⃗i)|2⟩

(7)

with r = |r⃗i − r⃗j | [43, 188]. Here, we calculate g6(r)
for ABP simulations with ϵ/(kBTb) = 10, N = 100 000
particles, and at φ = 0.8 starting from a hexagonal lat-
tice instead of a uniform distribution and average over
multiple frames in the steady state:

1 import amep
2 # load simulation data
3 traj = amep.load.traj(
4 "/path/to/data",
5 mode = "lammps"
6 )
7 # calculate g6
8 g6 = amep.evaluate.HexOrderCor(
9 traj,

10 nav = traj.nframes,
11 njobs = 16,
12 rmax = 100.0,
13 skip = 0.5
14 )
15 # save results in an HDF5 file
16 g6.save(
17 "g6.h5"
18 )
19 # plot average
20 fig, ax = amep.plot.new()
21 ax.plot(
22 g6.r,
23 g6.avg
24 )
25 fig.savefig("g6.png")

Since this calculation is computationally expensive, we
speed it up using parallelization by specifying the number
of jobs that should run in parallel with the njobs keyword.
Additionally, we give a maximum distance up to which
the correlation function should be calculated and we skip
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the first 50% of the trajectory to ensure that only the
second half of the trajectory, which is in the steady state,
is used for the calculation. The result is shown in Fig.
5d together with the corresponding snapshots in Fig. 5a–
c for three different Pe. In accordance to Ref. [43], we
observe a constant g6 at small Pe and an algebraic decay
of the form r−ν with exponent ν at higher Pe.

E. Structure factor and coarsening

To further probe the order of an active system, one
can exploit the radial distribution function g(r), which
we have exemplarily calculated in Section II using amep.
evaluate.RDF. From an experimental viewpoint, it is easier
to obtain the structure factor S(q⃗, t), which is defined as
[190]

S(q⃗, t) =
1

N

〈
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

exp {iq⃗ · [r⃗i(t)− r⃗j(t)]}
〉
. (8)

Here, q⃗ represents the wave vector, r⃗i(t) and r⃗j(t) denote
the positions of particles i and j at time t, respectively,
and N is the total number of particles. For isotropic
systems, the structure factor only depends on the mag-
nitude q = |q⃗| of the wave vector. It gives information
about the density response to an external perturbation
of wave length 2π/q and can be probed experimentally
via scattering experiments. Note that S(q⃗, t) is directly
related to g(r⃗, t) via Fourier transform. However, in prac-
tice, it is often preferable to calculate S(q⃗, t) directly
to achieve good numerical results in the low q regime.
Within AMEP, S(q⃗, t) can be directly calculated with amep
.evaluate.SF2d and the isotropic structure factor S(q, t)
with q = |q⃗| (i.e., S(q⃗, t) averaged over the direction of q⃗)
with amep.evaluate.SFiso. Here, we use S(q, t) to analyze
the coarsening process of the clusters forming when the
ABPs undergo MIPS. To this end, we deduce a charac-
teristic length scale L(t) based on the first moment of
S(q, t) given by [84, 89, 144, 191, 192]

L(t) =

∫ qcut

2π/L
S(q, t)dq∫ qcut

2π/L
qS(q, t)dq

, (9)

where L is the length of the simulation box. We set
the upper limit qcutσ = 0.3, i.e., we only consider length
scales larger than 2π/qcut ≈ 21σ. Notably, under suitable
conditions, overdamped ABPs undergoing MIPS exhibit
an effective mapping onto a suitable equilibrium system
at coarse-grained scales, as established in the literature
[66]. This mapping explains why the coarsening dynam-
ics follows the universal law L(t) ∼ t1/3 – a characteristic
scaling behavior observed in equilibrium systems.

To visually elucidate this process, we present instances
of S(q, t) at distinct times t/τp = 0.1, 4.2, 800.0 (Fig. 6a)
corresponding to the snapshots shown in Fig. 3. These
results can be obtained using the following code exam-
ple:
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Figure 6. Structure factor from amep.evaluate.SFiso

and corresponding domain length from
amep.utils.domain length: a Isotropic structure fac-
tor obtained from the three simulation snapshots shown
in Fig. 3 using amep.evaluate.SFiso. The data is
smoothed using a running average over seven points with the
amep.utils.runningmean function. The inset shows the same
data but with logarithmic axes. b Length scale L(t) over
time derived from the first moment of the structure factor
as defined in Eq. (9) using the amep.utils.domain length

function. The data has been averaged over five independent
ensembles and the black dashed line is a power-law fit of the
form L(t) = L0t

α done with amep.functions.Fit resulting
in an exponent α = 0.324± 0.001.

1 import amep
2 import numpy as np
3 # load simulation data
4 traj = amep.load.traj(
5 "/path/to/data",
6 mode = "lammps"
7 )
8 # calculate S(q)
9 sf = amep.evaluate.SFiso(

10 traj,
11 nav = traj.nframes
12 )
13 # plot S(q) of the last frame
14 fig, axs = amep.plot.new()
15 axs.plot(sf.q, sf.frames[−1][0])
16 fig.savefig("sf.pdf")

We can now subsequently compute L(t) by using the amep
.utils.domain length function and fit a power-law of the
form L(t) = L0t

α to it using amep.functions.Fit:

17 # calculate domain length
18 L = np.zeros(len(sf.frames))
19 for i,frame in enumerate(sf.frames):
20 length = amep.utils.domain length(
21 frame[0], sf.q, qmax = 0.3
22 )
23 L[i] = length
24

25 # fit growth exponent
26 def f(x, L0 = 1, alpha = 1):
27 return L0∗x∗∗alpha
28 fit = amep.functions.Fit(f)
29 mask = sf.times > 10
30 fit.fit(sf.times[mask], L[mask])
31

32 # plot data and fit
33 fig, axs = amep.plot.new()
34 axs.plot(sf.times, L, label = "data")
35 axs.plot(
36 sf.times[mask],
37 fit.generate(sf.times[mask]),
38 marker = "", ls = "−−",
39 label = "fit"
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40 )
41 axs.legend()
42 fig.savefig("domain−length.pdf")

The result is illustrated in Fig. 6b and we obtain a growth
exponent of α = 0.324 ± 0.001 in accordance with the
literature [72, 89, 146].

F. Cluster analysis

Finally, we analyze the clustering of ABPs when under-
going MIPS by using AMEP’s cluster module. For particle-
based simulation data, we define a cluster as a collection
of particles in which each particle has an interparticle dis-
tance smaller than rmax to some other particle, where the
cut-off distance rmax can be chosen by the user. Particle
i and j with position coordinates r⃗i and r⃗j , respectively,
belong to the same cluster if |r⃗i− r⃗j | ≤ rmax. To find the
distance between different particle pairs and identify the
neighboring particle pairs that satisfy this distance crite-
rion, we use the KDTree algorithm (scipy.spatial.KDTree)
from the SciPy library [168, 193]. In the following, we
will first show how to identify clusters using AMEP and
afterwards analyze the coarsening of the clusters as well
as their radius of gyration and fractal dimension.

Let us consider the last frame of a simulation showing
MIPS (Fig. 3c). The clusters can be identified using the
amep.cluster.identify function:

1 import amep
2 import numpy as np
3 # load simulation data
4 traj = amep.load.traj(
5 "/path/to/data",
6 mode = "lammps"
7 )
8 # get the last frame
9 frame = traj[−1]

10

11 # cluster detection
12 clusters, idx = amep.cluster.identify(
13 frame.coords(),
14 frame.box,
15 pbc = True,
16 rmax = 1.122
17 )

It takes the coordinates of all particles (frame.coords())
and the boundaries of the simulation box (frame.box) as
an input and returns a list (clusters) of all clusters, sorted
in descending order of their size, with each list element
containing the indices of the particles belonging to the re-
spective cluster. It also returns the array idx which stores
the cluster indices assigned to each particle. The optional
argument pbc is used to consider periodic boundary condi-
tions and the cut-off distance rmax is set to the cut-off dis-
tance of the WCA potential (i.e., the contact distance).
The algorithm works not only with simulation data of
particles of the same size but can also identify clusters
comprising particles of different sizes, which requires dif-
ferent values of the cut-off distance rmax depending on
the pair of particles. In the latter case, the user can
provide the sizes of the particles (diameter) through the
additional keyword sizes in amep.cluster.identify. In Fig.

7a, we show the same snapshot as in Fig. 3c, but with the
particles of the eight largest clusters colored according to
their cluster ids.
Based on the identified clusters, one can calculate var-

ious properties of the different clusters using the cluster
module. One of them is the cluster size, defined as the
number of particles within a cluster, the distribution of
which often provides an insight into coexisting phases
in a system [41, 194–200]. We can calculate the clus-
ter sizes and masses by using the amep.cluster.sizes and
amep.cluster.masses functions:

18 sizes = amep.cluster.sizes(
19 clusters
20 )
21 masses = amep.cluster.masses(
22 clusters, frame.data("mass")
23 )

Based on sizes, we can now calculate the cluster size
distribution p(s) = Ns/ (

∑
sNs), whereNs is the number

of clusters with size s. Since we are interested in the
coarsening behavior of the large clusters but their number
is relatively small, it has been proven to be beneficial to
analyze the weighted cluster size distribution

pw(s) =
sNs∑
s sNs

, (10)

where each cluster is weighted with its size s [201, 202].
Here, we use the amep.statistics.distribution function
with logarithmic bins:

24 # weighted cluster size distribution
25 hist, bins = amep.statistics.distribution(
26 sizes, logbins = True,
27 nbins = 50, density = False
28 )
29 hist = hist∗bins/np.sum(hist∗bins)
30

31 # plot result
32 fig, axs = amep.plot.new()
33 axs.bar(
34 bins, hist, width = 0.2∗bins
35 )
36 axs.loglog()
37 fig.savefig("size−dist.pdf")

The result is shown in Fig. 7b and exhibits two distinct
peaks at small and large cluster sizes suggesting that the
system is phase separated into two distinct phases. Large
clusters characterize the dense liquid-like phase whereas
the dilute gas-like phase comprises smaller clusters [41,
201, 202].
The cluster sizes can also be used to study the average

growth rate of the clusters, which is a commonly used
measure of the coarsening kinetics of phases in soft mat-
ter and biophysics [62, 75, 89, 146]. Here, we use amep
.evaluate.ClusterGrowth to calculate the weighted mean
cluster size ⟨s⟩w and the mean cluster size ⟨s⟩ defined
as

⟨s⟩w =
∑
s

spw(s) =

∑
s s

2Ns∑
s sNs

(11)

⟨s⟩ =
∑
s

sp(s) =

∑
s sNs∑
sNs

(12)
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Figure 7. Cluster analysis for particle-based simula-
tion data with the amep.cluster and the amep.evaluate

modules: a Same snapshot as in Fig. 3c showing the eight
largest clusters identified with the amep.cluster.identify

function and colored with respect to their cluster in-
dex. The centers of mass of the clusters calculated
with amep.cluster.center of mass are marked with black
crosses. The black solid and dashed circles have radii
equal to the radius of gyration and half the linear exten-
sion of the largest cluster (yellow) as obtained from Eqs.
(13) and (14) using amep.cluster.radius of gyration and
amep.cluster.linear extension, respectively. b Weighted
cluster size distribution as defined in Eq. (10) corre-
sponding to the snapshot in panel a as obtained from
amep.evaluate.ClusterSizeDist averaged over five indepen-
dent ensembles. c Cluster length l/σ =

√
⟨s⟩ calculated from

the weighted mean cluster size ⟨s⟩w [Eq. (11)] and mean clus-
ter sizes ⟨s⟩>400 and ⟨s⟩>2 [Eq. 12] averaged over all clusters
larger than 400 and 2 particles, respectively, calculated us-
ing amep.evaluate.ClusterGrowth as function of time. The
data has been averaged over five independent ensembles. The
dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted lines are fits to l(t) = l(0)tβ

done with amep.functions.Fit. d Radius of gyration Rg and
linear extension le as function of the cluster size s for the sim-
ulation shown in panel a. A fit to Rg(s) ∝ s1/df results in a
fractal dimension of df = 1.99± 0.03.

over time (Fig. 7c). Similar to the domain length L(t)
obtained from the structure factor above, we will deduce
a growth exponent from the growing mean cluster sizes.
Note that for L(t), we only considered qσ < qmaxσ = 0.3,
i.e., length scales larger than lmin = 2π/qmax ≈ 21σ,
which resulted in a growth exponent of α ≈ 1/3 (where
L(t) ∝ tα). Since the cluster size measures the num-
ber of particles within a cluster, which is proportional to
the area of the cluster, we can define a cluster length as
l/σ =

√
⟨s⟩ that is expected to also scale as l ∝ t1/3.

However, this holds true only if we either disregard
very small clusters that do not grow over time or as-
sign greater importance to larger clusters by calculating
the weighted mean cluster size. Therefore, additionally
to the weighted mean cluster size, we also compute the

mean cluster size considering all the clusters (i.e., having
at least two particles) and only the large clusters with at
least 400 particles (in accordance to lmin ≈ 21σ used for
the calculation of L(t)).

38 # mean cluster size (>2)
39 mean 2 = amep.evaluate.ClusterGrowth(
40 traj,
41 mode = "mean",
42 min size = 2
43 )
44 # mean cluster size (>400)
45 mean 400 = amep.evaluate.ClusterGrowth(
46 traj,
47 mode = "mean",
48 min size = 400
49 )
50 # weighted mean cluster size
51 weighted mean = amep.evaluate.ClusterGrowth(
52 traj,
53 mode = "weighted mean"
54 )

We now use amep.functions.Fit to obtain the growth ex-
ponent from l(t) ∝ tβ (here, exemplarily done for the
weighted mean in the logarithmic domain):

55 # define fit function
56 def f(l, beta = 1.0, l0 = 1.0):
57 return np.log(l0) + beta∗l
58

59 # create fit object
60 fit = amep.functions.Fit(f)
61

62 # fit function to data at large times
63 # in logarithmic domain
64 mask = weighted mean.times > 3e1
65 fit.fit(
66 np.log(weighted mean.times[mask]),
67 np.log(weighted mean.frames[mask])/2
68 )
69 print(fit.results)
70

71 # plot data and fit
72 fig, axs = amep.plot.new()
73 axs.plot(
74 weighted mean.times,
75 np.sqrt(weighted mean.frames)
76 )
77 axs.plot(
78 weighted mean.times[mask],
79 np.exp(fit.generate(
80 np.log(weighted mean.times[mask])
81 ))
82 )
83 axs.loglog()
84 fig.savefig("cluster−growth.pdf")

{’beta’: (0.297, 0.004),
’l0’: (64.6, 1.1)}

The results are demonstrated in Fig. 7c. Consistent with
the established ∝ t1/3 growth of the characteristic do-
main length L(t) of such ABP clusters [89], we obtain an
exponent β ≈ 1/3 for the cluster length calculated from
the weighted mean and the mean over all clusters that
are larger than 400 particles (Fig. 7c). For the mean over
all clusters larger than two particles, the growth rate is
significantly smaller because very small clusters do not
grow.
To demonstrate the versatility of the cluster mod-

ule, we present two additional calculable quantities using
AMEP: the radius of gyration Rg and the linear extension
le of the clusters. For a cluster composed of s particles
of masses mi, i = 1, 2, . . . , s, located at fixed distances di
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from the cluster’s center of mass, the radius of gyration
is defined as [194, 203]

Rg =

√∑s
i=1mid2i∑s
i=1mi

. (13)

The linear extension (also known as the end-to-end
length) of a cluster is defined as the maximal distance
between two particles in the cluster, i.e,

le = max
{i,j}

|r⃗i − r⃗j | , (14)

with r⃗i denoting the position vector of the i-th particle
and i, j = 1, 2, . . . , s [194, 204]. The mean linear ex-
tension along with the mean size of the largest cluster
is commonly used as an order parameter to characterize
isotropic percolation phase transitions in different sys-
tems [194, 204, 205]. On the other hand, the dependence
of the radius of gyration on the cluster size s (or mass)
allows us to understand the (possibly fractal [206]) geom-
etry of the clusters and calculate their fractal dimension
df according to the relation Rg ∝ s1/df [194, 206–213].
With AMEP, we can calculate such cluster properties eas-
ily by using its cluster module (here exemplarily done for
the largest cluster):

85 # ids of particles in largest cluster
86 ids = clusters[0]
87

88 # center of mass
89 com = amep.cluster.center of mass(
90 frame.coords()[ids],
91 frame.box,
92 frame.data("mass")[ids],
93 pbc = True
94 )
95 # geometric center
96 gmc = amep.cluster.geometric center(
97 frame.coords()[ids],
98 frame.box,
99 pbc = True

100 )
101 # radius of gyration
102 rg = amep.cluster.radius of gyration(
103 frame.coords()[ids],
104 frame.box,
105 frame.data("mass")[ids],
106 pbc = True
107 )
108 # linear extension
109 le = amep.cluster.linear extension(
110 frame.coords()[ids],
111 frame.box,
112 frame.data("mass")[ids],
113 pbc = True
114 )

To handle periodic boundary conditions, AMEP uses the
method proposed in Ref. [214]. The radius of gyration
and the linear extension of the largest cluster are visu-
alized in Fig. 7a. Additionally, we plotted Rg and le as
function of the cluster size s in Fig. 7d to obtain the frac-
tal dimension using amep.functions.Fit to fit the function
Rg(s) ∝ s1/df . We obtain df = 1.99±0.03, i.e, essentially
the same as the spatial dimension of the system, which
is expected here since the clusters are compact.

V. ANALYZING CONTINUUM SIMULATION
DATA WITH AMEP

Let us now discuss some examples on how to analyze
continuum simulation data with AMEP. To this end, we
will use numerical solutions of the active model B+,
which is a corresponding continuum model for active
Brownian particles. We will first introduce the model
and afterwards demonstrate and discuss certain observ-
ables and minimal code examples using AMEP.

A. Active model B+

The active model B+ (AMB+) describes a system
of active Brownian particles featuring a generic self-
propulsion mechanism that can lead to interesting col-
lective phenomena. It models the time evolution of the
scalar field ϕ = (2ρ− ρH − ρL)/(ρH − ρL), where ρH and
ρL denote the particle number density at the low-density
and the high-density critical point, respectively [58, 144].
The active model B+ is given by [82]

∂ϕ

∂t
=−∇ ·

[
−M∇

(
δF
δϕ

+ λ|∇ϕ|2
)

+ζM
(
∇2ϕ

)
∇ϕ+

√
2kBTM Λ⃗

]
, (15)

F [ϕ] =

∫
d3r

[
a

2
ϕ2 +

b

4
ϕ4 +

K

2
|∇ϕ|2

]
. (16)

Here, the free-energy functional F is approximated up
to the order ϕ4 and up to square-gradient terms, and

Λ⃗(r⃗, t) denotes Gaussian white noise with zero mean and
unit variance. The mobility is denoted by M , the tem-
perature is given by kBT with Boltzmann constant kB,
and a, b,K, ζ, λ are free parameters of the model. Here,
we use a = −0.25, b = 0.25, K = 1.0, ζ = 1.0, λ = −0.5,
kBT = 0.2, and M = 1.0 corresponding to a parameter
regime showing phase separation [82]. We start from a
uniform initial condition with ϕ0 = −0.4 disturbed with
weak fluctuations. Here, we used an in-house finite vol-
ume solver written in C++ to numerically integrate Eq.
(15) using a grid of 256 × 256 grid points with a grid
spacing of ∆x = ∆y = 1.0 and time step ∆t = 0.001. All
simulations run for 108 time steps. To load the resulting
data with AMEP, the data has to be stored in a certain
data format as discussed in Subsection VE and as ex-
emplified in the exemplary dataset which can be down-
loaded from https://github.com/amepproject/amep/
tree/main/examples.

B. Motility-induced phase separation

Similar to the particle-based simulations of ABPs, the
AMB+ also undergoes MIPS in a certain parameter
regime [82]. Whether the system is phase separated can

https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
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Figure 8. Plotting snapshots with amep.plot.field and density distributions using amep.evaluate.LDdist: a–c
Snapshots of numerical solutions of the active model B+ as given in Eq. (15) plotted with amep.plot.field at three different
times given in the key. d–f Corresponding density distributions calculated with amep.evaluate.LDdist.

again be determined by evaluating the local density dis-
tribution. In case of continuum data, one can simply cal-
culate the distribution of the density at each grid point,
as done by the amep.evaluate.LDdist class:

1 import amep
2 # load the data
3 traj = amep.load.traj(
4 "/path/to/data",
5 mode = "field"
6 )
7 # local density distribution of each frame
8 lddist = amep.evaluate.LDdist(
9 traj,

10 nav = traj.nframes,
11 xmin = −1.5,
12 xmax = 1.5,
13 ftype = "phi"
14 )
15 # save results in HDF5 file
16 lddist.save("lddist.h5")
17

18 # plot for the last frame
19 fig, axs = amep.plot.new()
20 axs.plot(lddist.ld, lddist.frames[−1,0])
21 axs.set xlabel(r"$\phi {\rm loc}$")
22 axs.set ylabel(r"$p(\phi {\rm loc})$")
23 fig.savefig("lddist.pdf")

The results are demonstrated in Fig. 8 at different times
together with the corresponding snapshots. While the
distribution is unimodal at the beginning of the simu-
lations (which start with a uniform distribution), it be-
comes bimodal at long times showing that the system
phase separates into a dense and a dilute phase by form-
ing dense clusters that coexist with a surrounding gas-like
phase.

C. Coarsening processes

Let us now analyze the coarsening behavior of the clus-
ters based on the isotropic structure factor. For a con-
tinuum field, the (two-dimensional) structure factor can
directly be calculated from the numerical Fourier trans-
form of the scalar field ϕ as [144, 190, 215]

S(q⃗, t) = ⟨ϕ(q⃗, t)ϕ(−q⃗, t)⟩ =
〈
|ϕ(q⃗, t)|2

〉
(17)

using the amep.continuum.sf2d function. Here, ϕ(q⃗, t) is
the spatial Fourier transform of ϕ(r⃗, t). To obtain the
isotropic structure factor, the resulting two-dimensional
structure factor must be averaged over the direction of q⃗,
i.e., (using polar coordinates)

S(q, t) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

dφS((q cos(φ), q sin(φ)), t) (18)

which can be done in AMEP with the amep.utils.sq from sf2d
function:

1 import amep
2 import numpy as np
3 # load data
4 traj = amep.load.traj(
5 "/path/to/data",
6 mode = "field"
7 )
8 # get last frame
9 frame = traj[−1]

10

11 # 2d structure factor
12 sf2d, qx, qy = amep.continuum.sf2d(
13 frame.data("phi"),
14 ∗frame.grid
15 )
16 # isotropic structure factor
17 sfiso, q = amep.utils.sq from sf2d(
18 sf2d, qx, qy
19 )
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AMEP’s evaluate module allows to calculate the isotropic
structure factor directly from the traj object and also
performs a time average:

20 # isotropic structure factor
21 # for all frames (time average)
22 sf = amep.evaluate.SFiso(
23 traj,
24 nav = traj.nframes,
25 ftype = "phi"
26 )

Here, we can specify which field of the given trajectory
should be used via ftype. From the structure factor, we
can then again calculate the domain length as defined in
Eq. (9) via

27 # domain length over time
28 L = np.zeros(traj.nframes)
29 for i,f in enumerate(sf.frames):
30 L[i] = amep.utils.domain length(
31 f[0], f[1]
32 )

Note that we do not specify qmax here because we inte-
grate over all q up to its largest possible value qmax =
π/∆x given by the grid spacing ∆x. The results are
demonstrated in Fig. 9, which shows three exemplary
curves of the structure factor at three different times and
the domain length over time. From the domain length,
we extract the growth exponent by fitting a power law
to the domain length at long times in the logarithmic
domain:

33 # define fit function
34 def f(t, L0 = 1.0, alpha = 1.0):
35 return np.log(L0) + alpha∗t
36 # create fit object
37 fit = amep.functions.Fit(f)
38

39 # fit at large times
40 mask = traj.times > 1e1
41 fit.fit(
42 np.log(traj.times[mask]),
43 np.log(L[mask])
44 )
45 print(fit.results)

{’L0’: (4.168, 0.085),
’alpha’: (0.2702, 0.0029)}

Interestingly, for our continuum simulations of the active
model B+, we obtain α ≈ 0.27, which is smaller than
the value α ≈ 1/3 as obtained in our particle-based sim-
ulations. Such subdiffusive scaling has been obtained in
previous studies of active field theories as well and is typ-
ically expected to be an intermediate scaling regime that
leads to a t1/3 scaling at longer times [84, 89, 144].

D. Cluster analysis

Next, we will analyze the clusters forming at late times
in more detail by performing a similar cluster analysis
as done in Subsection IVF. For the continuum data, a
cluster is defined as a connected region of similar and
higher density than the surroundings. AMEP provides two
algorithms to detect clusters in continuum data (i.e., dis-
cretized density fields). The standard algorithm is di-
viding up pixels according to their values relative to a

Figure 9. Structure factor from amep.evaluate.SFiso

and corresponding domain length from
amep.utils.domain length for continuum simula-
tion data: a Isotropic structure factor obtained from the
three simulation snapshots of the active model B+ shown in
Fig. 8 calculated with amep.evaluate.SFiso. Note that the
upper limit for the wave vector q is given by the resolution of
the discretized grid, i.e., qmax = π/∆x. b Length scale L(t) as
obtained from Eq. (9) using the amep.utils.domain length

function. The data has been averaged over five independent
ensembles and the black dashed line is a power-law fit of
the form L(t) = L0t

α done with amep.functions.Fit and
resulting in a growth exponent of α = 0.270± 0.003.

threshold value, i.e., for a scalar continuum field ϕ, a
zero is assigned to all pixels with ϕ ≤ athres(ϕmax−ϕmin)
and a one to all pixels with ϕ > athres(ϕmax − ϕmin).
Here, athres ∈ [0, 1] denotes the relative threshold and
ϕmin, ϕmax are the minimum and maximum values of
the continuum field. On the resulting two-valued image,
all connected regions are then labeled as a cluster using
skimage.measure.label [168, 216, 217]. Within AMEP, this
algorithm is called "threshold". An alternative way for
cluster detection is the watershed algorithm [218]. It is
more stable against slowly varying background fields but
needs more fine-tuning of parameters to work. There-
fore, the watershed algorithm is not the first choice for
detecting clusters over time, i.e., for multiple frames of
a trajectory, because the parameters may need to be ad-
justed for each frame individually. In AMEP, the skimage.
segmentation.watershed function is used for the "watershed"
cluster detection [168].
Clusters within a continuum field can be identified with

AMEP using the amep.continuum.identify clusters function.
In the following example, we detect the clusters in the
last frame of a continuum simulation using the "threshold
" method:

1 import amep
2 # load data
3 traj = amep.load.traj(
4 "path/to/data",
5 mode = "field"
6 )
7 # get the last frame
8 frame = traj[−1]
9

10 # identify clusters
11 ids, labels =\
12 amep.continuum.identify clusters(
13 frame.data("phi"),
14 pbc = True,
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15 threshold = 0.1,
16 method = "threshold"
17 )

Here, frame.data("phi") returns an array of values of field
"phi" at each point of the underlying discretized grid,
the pbc keyword can be set to True to apply periodic
boundary conditions, and threshold specifies the relative
threshold athres. The keyword method chooses between
the "threshold" or "watershed" method. The amep.continuum
.identify clusters function assigns a unique identifier to
each detected cluster returned as NumPy array (ids in
the example above), and it returns an array of the same
shape as the underlying discretized grid denoting which
grid point belongs to which cluster (labels in the example
above). The result is examplarily visualized in Fig. 10a.

As a next step, the amep.continuum.cluster properties
function can be used to calculated certain properties of
the detected clusters such as their sizes, masses, centers,
or radii of gyration:

18 s, gmc, com, rg, le, gt, it =\
19 amep.continuum.cluster properties(
20 frame.data("phi"),
21 ∗frame.grid,
22 ids,
23 labels,
24 pbc = True
25 )

where s, gmc, com, rg, le, gt, it denote the size, geo-
metric center, center of mass, radius of gyration, lin-
ear extension, gyration tensor, and inertia tensor of each
cluster, respectively. Here, the size of cluster i within
a field ϕ is defined as the integral over its area Ai, i.e.,
si =

∫
Ai

d2r ϕ(r⃗). All other cluster properties are cal-

culated with the same methods as used for the particle-
based simulation data by treating each grid point (i, j) as
a particle at position r⃗ij with “mass” ϕ(r⃗ij). The radius
of gyration and the linear extension of the largest cluster
are visualized in Fig. 10a.

Similarly to the cluster analysis for particle-based data,
we can now calculate the weighted cluster-size distribu-
tion, the growth exponents, and the fractal dimension
of the clusters exploiting AMEP’s evaluate module. Let
us first calculate the weighted cluster-size distribution as
defined in Eq. (10):

26 # weighted cluster size distribution
27 cd = amep.evaluate.ClusterSizeDist(
28 traj,
29 nav = traj.nframes,
30 ftype = "phi",
31 method = "threshold",
32 threshold = 0.1,
33 use density = False,
34 nbins = 50,
35 logbins = True,
36 xmin = 1e0,
37 xmax = 1e4
38 )

Here, the keyword use density allows to specify whether
the integrated density si (use density = True) as defined
above or area Ai (use density = False) should be used as
size of cluster i. Furthermore, we have used the thresh-
old method and logarithmic bins and the result is shown
in Fig. 10b. Next, we analyze the cluster growth by
calculating the average cluster size over time using the

Figure 10. Cluster analysis for continuum sim-
ulation data with the amep.continuum and the
amep.evaluate modules. a Same snapshot as in
Fig. 8c showing the eight largest clusters identified
with the amep.continuum.identify clusters func-
tion and colored with respect to their cluster index.
The centers of mass of the clusters calculated with
amep.continuum.cluster properties are marked with white
crosses. The white solid and dashed circles have radii equal
to the radius of gyration and half the linear extension of the
largest cluster (yellow) as obtained from Eqs. (13) and (14),
respectively, using amep.continuum.cluster properties.
b Weighted cluster size distribution as defined in Eq. (10)
corresponding to the snapshot in panel a as obtained from
amep.evaluate.ClusterSizeDist averaged over five inde-
pendent ensembles. c Cluster length l =

√
⟨s⟩ obtained

from the weighted mean cluster size ⟨s⟩w [Eq. (11)] and
mean cluster sizes ⟨s⟩ [Eq. 12] and ⟨s⟩>20 averaged over all
clusters and over all clusters larger than an area of 20∆x2,
respectively, calculated using amep.evaluate.ClusterGrowth

as function of time. The data has been averaged over five
independent ensembles. The dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted
lines are fits to l(t) = l(0)tβ done with amep.functions.Fit.
d Radius of gyration Rg as function of the cluster size s for
five independent simulations as exemplarily shown in panel
a. A fit to Rg(s) ∝ s1/df results in a fractal dimension of
df = 1.99± 0.01.

weighted mean and mean as defined in Eqs. (11) and
(12), respectively:

39 # mean cluster sizes
40 mean = amep.evaluate.ClusterGrowth(
41 traj,
42 ftype = "phi",
43 method = "threshold",
44 mode = "mean",
45 threshold = 0.1,
46 use density = False
47 )
48 # mean cluster size over all clusters
49 # with size larger than 20
50 mean 20 = amep.evaluate.ClusterGrowth(
51 traj,
52 ftype = "phi",
53 method = "threshold",
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54 mode = "mean",
55 threshold = 0.1,
56 use density = False,
57 min size = 20
58 )
59 # weighted mean cluster size
60 weighted mean = amep.evaluate.ClusterGrowth(
61 traj,
62 ftype = "phi",
63 method = "threshold",
64 mode = "weighted mean",
65 threshold = 0.1,
66 use density = False
67 )

Again, we define the cluster length as l =
√
⟨s⟩ and use

amep.functions.Fit to obtain the growth exponent from
l(t) ∝ tβ as already demonstrated in Subsection IVF.
Consistent with the growth exponent α ≈ 0.27 obtained
from the domain length L(t) (see Subsection VC), we
obtain β ≈ 0.26 (Fig. 10c). Additionally, we plotted
the radius of gyration Rg as function of the cluster size
s in Fig. 10d to obtain the fractal dimension using amep.
functions.Fit to fit the function Rg(s) ∝ s1/df . We obtain
df = 1.99 ± 0.01, i.e, the same as the spatial dimension
of the system, which is expected here since the clusters
are compact.

E. Continuum data format

Continuum simulation data as analyzed within this
work has to be stored in a specific format such that it
can be loaded with AMEP. In the following, we briefly in-
troduce the basic format requirements. In AMEP, field
data is internally stored using the h5amep file format,
similar to the particle-based simulation data. Convert-
ing field data to an AMEP dataset is done by use of a reader
class (amep.reader.ContinuumReader). This data reader ex-
pects the following format: The standard file structure
for field data is inspired by the LAMMPS dump file for-
mat, i.e., all relevant data is stored in one base directory
which contains (i) a file named grid.txt and (ii) mul-
tiple files named field <index>.txt. The former is of
the form

BOX:
<X_min> <X_max>
<Y_min> <Y_max>
<Z_min> <Z_max>
SHAPE:
<nx> <ny> <nz>
COORDINATES: X Y Z
<X_0> <Y_0> <Z_0>
<X_1> <Y_0> <Z_0>
...
<X_N> <Y_0> <Z_0>
<X_0> <Y_1> <Z_0>
<X_1> <Y_1> <Z_0>
...

and contains all information about the simulation box
and the underlying discrete grid. The values in the

BOX category define the borders of the simulation box,
which is assumed to be rectangular, the SHAPE cate-
gory contains the shape of the grid, and COORDINATES
contains the coordinates of all grid points. If the data
is based on an evenly spaced rectangular grid and the
grid points are given in rising order, the SHAPE category
tells AMEP in what kind of multidimensional array the
data should be cast for representation. The files named
field <index>.txt contain all data that varies in time.
The index should rise in time and could be chosen as the
number of timesteps for example. The data files should
be of the following form:

TIMESTEP:
<Simulation timestep>
TIME:
<Physical time>
DATA: <name 0> <name 1> <name 2> <name 3>
<field 0 0> <field 1 0> <field 2 0> <field 3 0>
<field 0 1> <field 1 1> <field 2 1> <field 3 1>
<field 0 2> <field 1 2> <field 2 2> <field 3 2>
...

Here, the names describe the scalar field written to the
column beneath, e.g., density. The columns are then
filled by the values of the respective field at each grid
point in the same order as in grid.txt. The columns
can be separated by spaces, tabs, commas, semicolons,
colons, or a vertical bar. The TIMESTEP category contains
the number of timesteps corresponding to the contained
data and the TIME category the corresponding (physi-
cal) time. If you have data of this type in the directory
/path/to/data, it can be loaded with AMEP via

1 field trajectory = amep.load.traj(
2 "/path/to/data",
3 mode = "field",
4 delimiter = " ",
5 dumps = "field ∗.txt",
6 reload = True
7 )

The mode keyword tells AMEP to expect field data, delimiter
specifies the delimiter used for the columns in the data
files, dumps takes a regular expression that matches the
name format of the variable data files, and the key-
word reload tells AMEP whether to look for an existing
h5amep file and use it if it exists or to create a new one
from the raw data. This should be used when your base
data has changed between analysis runs. An exemplary
dataset can be downloaded from https://github.com/
amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples.

VI. CONCLUSION

AMEP is a powerful Python library for analyzing simu-
lation data of active matter systems. It provides a uni-
fied framework for handling both particle-based and con-
tinuum simulation data and combines it with an easy-
to-learn Python API. With AMEP, one can quickly ana-
lyze and plot simulation results and develop new analysis

https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
https://github.com/amepproject/amep/tree/main/examples
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Figure 11. Further observables calculated with AMEP: a Snapshot of MIPS plotted with amep.plot.particles. b–d
Corresponding coarse-grained local density φloc, hexagonal order parameter ψ6 [Eq. (6)], and orientation angle θ, respectively,
calculated with amep.continuum.gkde. e Two-dimensional pair correlation function of the snapshot shown in panel a cal-
culated with amep.evaluate.PCF2d. f Two-dimensional structure factor of the snapshot shown in panel a calculated with
amep.evaluate.SF2d. g Snapshot of MIPS in the active model B+ plotted with amep.plot.field. h Two-dimensional struc-
ture factor of the field shown in panel g calculated with amep.evaluate.SF2d. i,j Distribution of the velocity vx in x direction
and the magnitude |v⃗| from a particle-based simulation in two spatial dimensions calculated with amep.evaluate.VelDist.
The black dashed lines are fits obtained with amep.functions.NormalizedGaussian and amep.functions.MaxwellBoltzmann,
respectively. k Velocity autocorrelation function calculated with amep.evaluate.VACF. l Snapshot of a simulation with particles
of different sizes plotted with amep.plot.particles.

methods utilizing AMEP’s features and its seamless inte-
grability to powerful scientific Python libraries through
NumPy arrays. While its collection of analysis meth-
ods is primarily targeted at the active matter commu-
nity, AMEP’s general design allows to apply AMEP to almost
any particle-based or continuum simulation data as ob-
tained from classical molecular-dynamics and Brownian-
dynamics simulations, or any kind of numerical solutions
of partial differential equations.

We have exemplarily shown the potential of AMEP by
analyzing particle-based systems of more than 106 parti-
cles and continuum simulations with up to 105 grid points
as typically used in active matter research. AMEP en-
ables the analysis of a broader class of simulation data
compared to most other analysis libraries. Such simula-
tion data comprises “dry” particle-based models such as
the active Brownian particle model and its various rel-
atives, “wet” models that explicitly model surrounding
fluids including particles that are coupled to flow fields,
and continuum models such as the active model B+,

the Keller-Segel model, or the Cahn-Hilliard model. Ap-
plied to such models, AMEP can provide essential insights,
e.g., into phase separation, pattern formation, and criti-
cal phenomena in active matter systems. In addition to
the presented observables, many more observables will
be included in the future, for instance, entropy produc-
tion using the method introduced in Ref. [125], finite-size
scaling analysis, and cluster tracking. We would like to
encourage the active matter community to contribute to
this open-source project in order to complement it with
future analysis methods for particle-based and continuum
simulation data.
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